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impossible to dip a glass article even into oil at a high ; ticles such as were sent out to be used; the bottles 
temperature without chilling it in such a way as to' would stand four times the ordinary wear and tear, and 
produce varying strains. The cooling surfaces Mr. � the sheets eight to ten times. He arrived at this con
Siemens used were, first, a large plate of iron on which I clusion from the circumstance that the breakages of 
the glass was quickly laid, and then the top plate came the street lamps of Dresden and Berlin were now only 
suddenly down upon it, and it was squeezed perfectly about one-tenth what they used to be, and only cost 
flat, so that every part was in contact with the iron. one-tenth for repairs. He could have prepared glass 
If it was merely laid on a sheet of iron, the glass might which would stand very much more strain than that 
cockle a little, and the proper effect would not be pro- tested; he might have selected pieces which had stood 
duced. Various experiments would be necessary to the test already; but those shown had been taken quite 
gi ve the exact comparative strength, and he should at random. Sometimes a piece would break at five feet, 
have liked particularly to see experiments on the actual though it had already stood the test at ten feet, or it 
tension by pieces being put into a hydraulic press and might be dropped on the ground several times without 
pulled apart. It was evident this product was very injury, and eventually break, the difference of result 
much liked in Germany, and some day, no doubt, it depending entirely upon how the glass was struck. 
would be equally popular in England. Bottles and hollow articles were the most difficult to 

Mr. P. F. Nursey said about ten years ago toughened harden; the sheets and hard castings were the most 
glass by the De la Bastie process was brought under perfect, but hollow articles could. not be made very 
his special notice. He was requested by some friends well in the way in which those were made. Pipes might 
to investigate and report upon it, and for that purpose be cast, moulding them somewhat as iron pipes were, 
he went to the factory near Paris and saw the process, but it would require a little ingenuity. The strength 
which was heating the glass and plunging it imilledi- of an article could be increased by heating it to a high
ately into hot oil. It was singular that long before De er tempera�ure,. a�d cooling it more rapidly, but there 
la Bastie worked out that process, he attempted the was a certam hmit when the manufacture became un
very means which Mr. Siemens had adopted, but with-

I 
safe; and for commercial purposes, it was necessary to 

�)Ut success, for he atte�pted pressure, adopting the av�id losses th�ough i?reakages, which w<?uld.ma�e the 
Idea from Sir Joseph Whitworth's process. He had had artlCles expensive. With regard to the price, It differed 
the honor of reading a paper in that room on the sub- very much; some articles were very cheap indeed; it 
ject, and perhaps some were present who witnessed the did not cost more to glaze a street lamp with tempered 
experiments on that occasion. To his mind, those than with ordinary glass, but then the glass was sup
shown that evening did not compare with those which plied in sheets ready cut to the exact size, and the ex
he then showed. He might say that, when he visited pense of the glazier's time in cutting the glass, and the 
M. De la Bastie's factory, he tried an experiment with loss thereby occasioned, was saved; but it could only be 
a number of champagne tumblers which were placed introduced for that purpose as corporations of towns 
edgeways on a shelf. He fired at them with a saloon came to have lamps or window panes of a uniform size. 
rifle at twelve paces; several times he knocked them 
off their perch, and one obstinate one he knocked off 
twelve times in succession, and only broke it at the 
thirteenth shot. It was a very severe test. In order 
to ascertain what the real strength of the material was, 
he carried out a series of tests in conjunction with Mr. 
Kirkcaldy, and their report was made on the 18th 
May, 1875. There were ten pieces of tempered and 
ten of untempered glass of various lengths, 12 to 15 
inches, and 4 inches broad, and all the same thick
ness, about 0'265 inch. They were placed on supports 
giving a bearing of 5 inches, a block of wrought iI'on 
being cut out to make a pan beneath. Under each edge 
were laid strips of India-rubber, and on the top was 
placed another piece of rubber, and on that pressure 
was brought from a knife edge, in some instances by a 
gradually increasing weight; in others the strips were 
placed in a testing machine, and the knife edge brought 
on them horizontally. The mean result was that the 
ordinary glass stood 206'2 pounds; the tempered glass, 
828'1. Mr. Cowper had referred to the desirability of 
ha ving tensile tests made, and he hoped he would carry 
that wish out, but he believed it would puzzle his in
genuity, as it did his own and Mr. Kirkcaldy's, forthey 
could not get the glass to be held by any known means; 
they could not get a bite on the glass. With regard to 
the tests made by Mr. Wallace, he did not think the 
material could have been properly tempered. In some 
instances, glass articles made by English manufactur
ers did not come out so well as those made by 
De la Bastie himself. Having quoted from the report 
in the Society's Journal the account of his own experi
ments, he added that on that occasion one gentlelIlan 
dropped a plate of the glass on an iron hearth at a dis
tance of from 1 foot up to 5 feet without breaking it. 
He did not deny that Mr. Siemens had illlproved on 
this process as far as ornamentation went, but he did 
not think De la Bastie had attempted anything of that 
kind, though his glass could be ground by the sand
glass process. He had some tum biers at home, beauti
fully engraved with his monogram, which had been in 
use for ten years. The process had now dropped into 
abeyance, but recently he understood it was being 
brought out by another company. 

bor and expense of moulding, it would probably be 
about the same for castings of glass as of iron. As a 
manufacturer, he looked upon cost as a most important 
matter for consideration, as, however good a thing 
might be, it was of no value commercially unless cheap 
enough to find buyers. As regarded the hard-cast glass, 
he could produce a hundredweight of castings for 
about 5s. 6d., which should be cheap enough for any 
purpose for which it was proposed to be used. He was 
now erecting a factory which would be at work in a 
couple of months' time, and, later on, he should be 
pleased to give the Society further information on the 
subject. He felt quite satisfied that orders would come 
in, for his hard-glass castings supplied a want which 
was felt on all sides. Gla�s was nut liable to oxidation, 
or to wear away, and as soon as it could be depended 
upon for strength, and could be made cheaply, it would 
be applied for purposes for which metals, stone, and 
porcelain had hitherto been used. If a factory were 
established in London, he believed a great trade 
would spring up. 

===== 

PURIFICATION OF WATER FOR INDUSTRIAL 
PURPOSES. 

As well known, natural w ater is not always of good 
quality. It often contains large proportions of bicar
bonate of lillie, or sulphate of the same, which render 
it unfit for domestic purposes and for feeding steam 
generators in the industries. Such water can be puri
fied by means of reagents that precipitate the saline 
matter. For example. the addition of lime water in 
proper proportions will, under the influence of an ex
cess of carbonic acid, convert the calcareous matter 
that the water contains into insoluble carbonate. 'fhe 

Mr. Frederick Siemens said hiS process and that of 
De la Bastie could scarcely be compared, because the 
latter was merely a toughening process, while his was 
one of manufacture, by means of which he shaped and 
hardened the glass in a single operation, either by 
means of presses or casting into moulds, and in a new 
manner. The De la Bastie process was only an addi
tional operation, applied after the article was finished, 
to toughen it; but even for that purpose it was wrong, 
inasmuch as the cooling influence acted in proportion 
to the surface, whereas it ought to act in proportion to 
the bulk of the glass. Those parts which exposed much 
surface to the cooling influence cooled more quickly 
than those of less surface, and, consequently, there 
would be unequal coolin�, which should be avoided. 

APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING WATER. 

At each unit of time the whole article should be at one Decorative glass was produced more cheaply by this 
telllperature, and that could only be effected by regu- process, because the ordinary mode of decorating was 
lating its temperature according to its capacity for by an additional process which was very expensive; 
heat. If one part was cooled more quickly than an- the glass having to be heated in a muffie, slowly, be
other, there was a strain which could never be removed. sides which the heat used to burn in the designs and 
For that reason, the process of cooling in a bath was inseriptions was not high enough to fix them welL 
wrong; while the slow cooling applied to ornamental There was hardly any limit to the designs which could 
glass was expensive. By the ordinary mode, many ar- be produced in this way; anything that could be done 
ticles which he had shown could not be produced at on porcelain could be done on this glass, and it could 
all, even if cooled ever so slowly, for they would have be done more cheaply. It would be useful for sign
very little strength, and the least accident would cause boards of houses or shops, but there must be an estab
them to break. Toughened glass was apt to break lishment near the place where the glass is to be used, 
spontaneously; owing to the tension set up during the as it would not pay to send single sheets from Dresden 
process of toughening; generally speaking, if it did not to London. With regard to the hard castings, he had 
break very soon, it would last a long time, but its lia- not had so much experience, because they had ·not yet 
bility to break was the reason it was expensive. He regular manufacturing establishments, and had hither
had omitted many points of detail from the paper for to only manufactured them experimentally, whereas 
the sake of brevity, but he described three different real knowledge on such subjects was only to be attain
processes, in each of which there were many peculiari- ed by practical working. The hard-casting process, 
ties. He had already described the constructIOn of the although it had not yet been brought out commercially, 
furnace at the Iron and Steel Institute, and a great was, in his opinion, of the utmost importance, as it was 
deal depended upon it, not only as regarded the suc- an entirely new process, by means of which glass might 
cess, but also the economy, of the operation. [Mr. Sie- I be made in any shape which could be moulded, and of 
mens drew a rough sketch on the board to show the I a strength which could not otherwise be produced. 
kind of furnace he used, in which the flame was shown' The material employed for moulding was certainly 
to pass over th� top of the furnace without touching dearer than the moulding sand used for castings of 
the articles, radiating the heat down upon them.] On iron. This was due to the circumstance that it must 
the bed of the furnace were tiles on which the articles not only be suitable for moulding, but had to be, when 
were placed. The flame was about three feet from the moulded, of the same conductivity and specific heat as 
glass, which caused a uniform heat, and prevented in- glass. He was still making experiments, so as to obtain 
jury to the articles themselves and to the bed of the the most suitable material for this purpose, but had 
furnace. The articles were removed with wooden found various mixtures of powdered porcelain and 
shovels, impregnated with water glass so as to render glass pots, metal turnings, and filings, and such mine
them incombustible, and they were then placed upon a rals as heavy spar and magnetic iron ore, to be suitable 
cool metal plate, upon whlCh another was pressed when mixed in certain proportions. On the whole, 
down. He had only brought forward manufactured ar- these materials were not dear, and, as ,regarded the la-
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nature and proportions of the reagents to be used must 
be determined by a chemist from a qualitative analysis 
of the water. Aside from this purely chemical ques
tion, there is the question of the apparatus needed for 
the purification, and this is the one that we shall now 
examine in making known the system of Messrs. Gail
let and Huet. 'fhe annexed engraving represents the 
apparatus of these engineers. At the upper part there 
are three reservoirs that serve for the preparation of 
the reagents. Beneath, there is seen a large rectan
gular receptacle in which the water, in contact with 
the reagents, is purified, and deposits a precipitate, in 
a series of compartments having sides that slant at an 
angle of 45". 

The following principles have served as a basis for 
this arrangement: When lime in excess is shaken up 
with water, the latter becomes quickly saturated with 
the former in the proportion of about nine grains to the 
pint. The decantation of water holding an excess of 
lime in suspension is very easily and quickly effected. 
When a liquid is made to flow from a vessel through 
two orifices of given section, the flow through each of 
them remains proportional to the height of the liquid. 
The discharges will remain in constant ratio, whatever 
be the height of the liquid in the vessel. To sum up 
the operation, we may say that, for the purification of 
water, it suffices to lead it in definite proportions into 
the purifying and clarifying apparatus, where it mixes 
with an equally definite quantity of the reagent. 

Chemical purification, which renders the injurious 
matters insoluble, results from the simple mixture of 
the water with the reagent, and requires, according to 
the nature of the salts to be precipitated, a greater or 
less length of time, and this serves as a basis for de
termining the capacity of the apparatus designed for 
the operation. 
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It has been Messrs. Gaillet and Huet's object to con
struct a decanting apparatus that should realize the 
most favorable conditions for facilitating a deposit of 
the precipitate and separation of the liquid. They have 
very happily solved the question as follows: In the 
apparatus, the liquid has successively and alternately, 
and without abrupt changes, an upward and down
ward motion. Moreover, it circulates in thin strata, 
although the reservoir is of such a form that the space 
occupied by the liquid is quite limited. In prinClple, 
the apparatus is a rectangular reservoir containing a 
series of diaphragms having a slope of 45° and riveted 
alternately to two opposites sides of it. So the system 
as a whole consists of a series of alternate, sloping com
partments that converge toward the same surface of 
the apparatus, and each of which is provided with a 
cock. 

The liquid, charged with solid particles, reaches the 
bottom of the apparatus, begins to ascend, and, so to 
spel,tk,. slirles over the first diaphragm. After this it 
passes into the following compartment, anrl descends 
upon the second diaphragm in order to ascend upon 
the third, and so on. Durmg this alternating motlOn, 
the solid particles, submitted to the action of gravity, 
on the one hand, and held back by the diaphragms, on 
the othilr, rapidly deposit. By an inspection of the 
figure it will be seen that these particleH, upon sliding 
over the sloping diaphragms, will collect at the lower 
and angular part of the compartments, from whence 
they may be easily removed by opening the cocks. 

The numerous applications that have been made of 
this apparatus for the chemical purification and clari
fication of water have proved that decantation is effect
ed very rapidly and perfectly therein. Owing to the 
inclination of 45·, the deposit descends uniformly to 
the bottom of each compartment, and thus escapes be
ing carried along by the current. In fact, collecting in 
that portion of the liquid which is situated outRide of 
the current, it cannot possibly be carried along with 
the latter. -La Nature. 

RAPID SMELTING PLANT. 
SINCE the successful introduction of Mr. Stewart's 

" Rapid " cupola for smelting iron about two years 
ago, by Messrs. Thwaites Brothers, of Vulcan Iron
works, Bradford, Yorkshire, the inventor has directed 
his attention to the problem of smelting ores in cu
polas with refractory linings. Down to the present 
time the result has not been entirely satisfactory, owing 
to the difficulties-both mechanical and chemical
which presented themselves. The slag in the ores, 
having so great an affinity for the silica, etc., in the 
bricks, corroded the lining to such an extent that it 
was quickly destroyed, and its constant replacement 

could not be tolerated in a smelting establishment, "Rapid" process has also been recently introduced at 
where, from the very nature of the operations, it is a Cobar, in New South Wales. Pyrites are smelted down 
sine qua non that they mUlSt be continuous. To meet in a cupola, the mixt�re of ores yielding a matte of 20 
these conditions, the water-jacket system has been re- per cent. to 40 per cent. copper. This is tapped direct, 
sorted to, but with important improvements. The as hot as possible. down a chute into the converter, 
water-jacket cupolas are in extensive use in California, and blown into rich matte or blister copper. It would 
Sour,h America, and Australia. The system is illustrat
ed in the engravings of our present issue. where Fig. 
1 shows very clearly the arrangement of a copper 
smelting plant. The" Rapid" smelter shown is a No. 
8 size, 5 feet diameter outslde the shell, an enlarged ex
terior view of this smelter being shown in Fig. 2. 
There are eight tuyeres of 5 inches diameter in one 
row. The tuyeres are surrounded with an air-belt. 
The water-jacket extends from the tuyeres up to the 
charging door. The water enters at the top of the 
jacket on the right hand side, and after circulating all i 
around the belt is taken away at the bottom. MUd- , 
holes are provided to clear out the sediment which is 
deposited from the water. The smelted ore is tapped 
into portable receivers to be run to the ingot beds or 
to be subjected to further refinement. The blowing is 
effected by means of a No. 5 Roots blower with a verti
cal engine, as seen in Fi�. 1, this being the size most 
generally used in Australia and Spain. 

It is but a few years since that the only process 
known for the reduction of copper ores was, the reverbe
ratory furnace, but the introduction of the .. Rapid" , 
copper smelter will make practicable the reduction of 
copper ores by a process which is simple in operation 
and economical in results. This has been demonstrat
ed in the far West, and there is scarcely a copper mine 
located favorably as regards fuel and transportation 
that cannot be worked profitably. We may observe 
that a No. 15 "Rapid" cupola will smelt refractory 
ores of the following composition: 43 per cent. pyrite� 
of iron, 27 per cent. galena, 20 per cent. silica, 10 per 
cen t. zinc bien de. This after being roasted and slagged 
is mixed with 11 per cent. limestone. The cupola smelt� 
from 30 to 35 tons per twenty-four hours, with about 1i) 
per cent. of fuel (charcoal) of poor quality. The water 
Jacket requires about 450 gallons per hour, and the 
pressure of blast 15 inches water-column, supplied with 
air from a No. 5 Roots blower rUllning under halt 
speed, 150 revolutions per minute, and forcing 3,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. 'rhe water tank is sup
plied, on the top dressing floor, with a small donkey 
pump. A crushing machine for red ucing the ore j,.; 
driven from the Roots blower engine. 

I A complete silver smelting plant, on Mr. Stewart·� 
system, is illustrated in Fig. 3 of our engravings. It 
consists 0 f two" Rapid" smelters, a Roots blower, en-' 
gine and boiler, etc. Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation of 
the cupola. The water Jacket cupolas are in extensive 
use in California, South America, and Australia. The 

FIG . •  1,. 

1'18. 1. 

FIG. 2. 

STEW ART'S RAPID SMELTING PLANT. 
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